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Abstract: As one of the key parts of side-mounted compression garbage truck, the 

rationality of design will directly affect the stability and reliability of the whole side-

mounted compression garbage truck. This paper designs the drawing and analysis of 

the hydraulic system schematic diagram, determines the relevant parameters of the 

hydraulic system components, including the determination of system pressure, the 

determination of hydraulic cylinder parameters. Its system is stable and safe, and it 

can satisfy the customer's performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Garbage and people's lives are inseparable, it can be said that as long as human beings 

exist, garbage will exist. And with the increasing number of people, the amount of 

garbage also shows a gradual upward trend, effective treatment of garbage has 

become an important step to solve the environmental problems presented by the city. 

Based on the analysis of the working process of the garbage truck mechanism, this 

paper draws up the hydraulic system loop scheme according to the design 

requirements, and selects the key components of the hydraulic system and determines 

the parameters to ensure that the hydraulic system design is more reasonable, more 

stable and more economical. 

 

2. Drawing Up and Analysis of Schematic Diagram of Hydraulic System 

The schematic diagram of the hydraulic system for the side mounted compression 

garbage truck is shown in Figure 1. The hydraulic system includes push plate cylinder, 

back door cylinder, dumping cylinder, throttle valve, electromagnetic reversing valve, 

oil suction filter, one-way valve and other hydraulic components. In the hydraulic 

system of this vehicle, except that the compression device (push plate) has certain 

requirements for the stroke of the cylinder, the multi-stage telescopic hydraulic cylinder 
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is needed, and the hydraulic cylinder equipped with the lifting mechanism and the 

back door hydraulic cylinder is a single-stage double-acting hydraulic cylinder. 

When the hydraulic system works, the engine will rotate rapidly. The oil filter at the 

oil inlet will first filter the oil into the hydraulic system. The filtered oil will pass through 

the reversing valve first, and then distribute to the corresponding hydraulic cylinder 

according to the order of the garbage truck work, so as to realize each working device. 

Act successively. 

When the hydraulic system does not work, that is, when the car is in no-load condition, 

the three-way four-way reversing valve is in the middle position, the engine only needs 

to overcome the friction resistance of its own internal components, do not output 

power outside, in idle state, the input oil through the three-way four-way reversing 

valve direct flow back to the fuel tank. 

 
1. Push plate cylinder; 2. Back door cylinder; 3. Dumping cylinder; 4. One-way valve; 

5. Balance valve; 6. Throttle valve; 7. Directional valve; 8. Relief valve; 9. Gear 

pump; 10. Hydraulic tank; 11. Oil suction filter 

Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of hydraulic system 

As can be seen from the above diagram, the hydraulic system contains three three 

three four-way reversing valves, three different working positions can achieve two 

working conditions of hydraulic cylinder protrusion and contraction. Three three-

position four-way reversing valves form a multi-way valve with a relief valve in parallel 

to ensure the stability of the high-pressure state of the system, when the hydraulic 

system pressure is higher than the set maximum pressure can be quickly unloaded to 

ensure the safety of the entire hydraulic system. 
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3. Determination of Components of Hydraulic System 

3.1 Determination of System Pressure 

Pressure of hydraulic system is one of the important parameters of hydraulic system. 

Whether the pressure of the whole hydraulic system is set properly or not will directly 

affect the rationality and reliability of hydraulic system design. The working pressure 

of hydraulic system is mainly determined by four aspects, followed by the type of 

equipment, load size, structural requirements and technical level. According to the 

commonly used working pressure of all kinds of equipment, the working pressure 

range of this system should be MPa21~7 , so the hydraulic pressure of this subject is 

selected as MPa16 . 

 

3.2 Determination of Hydraulic Cylinder Parameters 

(1) Composition and calculation of hydraulic cylinder load 

From the Mechanical Design Manual, the formula for calculating the external load on 

the piston rod of the hydraulic cylinder is obtained as follows. 

afg FFFF w                                                                    (1) 

In the formula, wF  indicates external loads loaded on the piston rod, gF  represents the 

working load, the gravity acting on the axis of the piston rod of the hydraulic cylinder, 

the extrusion force and so on; the working load does not exist in each stage of the 

work, if it does not exist at that stage, then 0gF .  fF  indicates the friction load of 

the guide rail. This design adopts a flat guide rail, so )( Nf FGF   , Where G  

denotes the gravity of the moving mechanism, NF denotes the positive pressure on 

the guide rail,  denotes the friction coefficient, it takes 0.2, see Table 3.3. 

(2) Determination of main structural dimension parameters of hydraulic cylinders    

dumping tank: the garbage bin matched with the garbage truck designed in this paper 

is 120L, and the working load is selected kN5.1gF ; Friction load of guide rail

kN5.0fF , Inertia load kN3.0aF , then kN3.2 afgw FFFF . When kN5wF , the 

working pressure is less than 1. 1~8.0 . Therefore, the working pressure of dumping 

cylinder is selected as 0.7MPa, then Pa107 5

1 p , Pa02 p . Since the dumping 

cylinder has a stroke of mm240  and the dumping cycle of the garbage truck is 16s, 

the average velocity of the dumping cylinder is m/s03.0 . 

(4)Types of hydraulic pumps 

There are four types of hydraulic pumps: gear pumps, vane pumps and plunger pumps. 

Gear pump has the advantages of simple structure, small volume, light weight, 

convenient maintenance, long service life and so on. The gear pump is selected in this 

paper. 
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Working pressure of hydraulic pump in this design NP = 1MPa2 , and rated pressure of 

hydraulic pump NP PP )5.1~1.1( , The pressure of the external gear pump is not more 

than MPa25 , So the selection 4MPa2PP .Theoretical displacement is .95mL/s219 , 

Rated speed is /r2000 min , Rated driving power is 0.2KW13 , Volumetric efficiency is 

not less than %92 , Total efficiency is not less than 83%. 

 

4. Inclusion 

This paper mainly deals with the working principle of the hydraulic system of the 

garbage truck. In addition, through detailed and scientific calculation, the working 

pressure of the whole hydraulic system, the size and type of each hydraulic cylinder, 

the flow of the cylinder, the back cover cylinder, the push plate cylinder and the type 

of the hydraulic pump are determined. In this chapter, the final hydraulic system 

program, its system stability and security is good, can meet the use of customer 

performance. 
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